Pulsed magneto-acoustic imaging.
Nanoparticles are attracting considerable interest as contrast agents for many different imaging modalities. Moreover, imaging the events at the cellular and molecular level is possible by using nanoparticles that have the desired targeting moiety. Unfortunately, ultrasound imaging cannot visualize the nano-structures directly due to its limited spatial resolution and contrast. We present a new technique, pulsed magneto-acoustic imaging, capable of imaging magnetic nanoparticles indirectly. In this method, a high-strength pulsed magnetic field is used to induce motion within the magnetically labeled tissue and ultrasound is used to detect internal tissue motion. Experiments on tissue-mimicking phantoms and ex-vivo animal tissues demonstrated a clear contrast between normal and iron-laden samples labeled with 5 nm magnetic nanoparticles. In addition, the sensitivity of this new imaging technique was investigated for different concentrations of magnetic agents. The results of the study suggest that magnetic nanoparticles can be used as contrast agents in pulsed magneto-acoustic imaging. Furthermore, PMA imaging could become an imaging tool capable of visualizing the cellular and molecular composition of deep-lying structures.